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These notes are a sketch of the Monetary Model (MM1 and MM2), discussed in
De Arcangelis (2013), Economia Internazionale, ed. Mac Graw Hill, with a reference
to Dornbusch (1976).

1 MM1
Let’s assume that:

1. there is perfect capital mobility;

2. goos are perfectly substitutes;

3. the absolute purchasing power parity is valid;

4. prices are flexible;

5. money supply is exogenous;

6. the money is only used for transactions, therefore money demand depends only
on Income.

There are two Big symmetric countries: European Monetary Unione and US. The
exchange rate is defined as dollars for one euro. Let’s start defining the equilibrium
within the money market:

Ms
i

Pi
= H0Y

h1
i where i = $,e;

where Ms is the money supply, P the price level and Y is Income. H0 is positive
constant and h1 is the elasticity of real money demand to changes in real income.

Let’s transform the equation in logs, we get:

ms
i − pi = h0 + h1yi where i = $,e. (1)

Let’s now write the PPP in logs:

e$/e + pe = p$ (2)
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From eq. (1), we know that:

pi = ms
i − h0 − h1yi where i = $,e.

Substituting it in eq. 2, we get the value of the exchange rate at the equilibrium:

e$/e = p$ − pe (3)
= ms

$ − h0 − h1y$ −ms
e + h0 + h1ye (4)

= (ms
$ −ms

e) + h1(ye − y$) (5)

Therefore an expansionary (contractionary) monetary policy will lead to a depre-
ciation (appreciation) of the currency. Moreover, higher growth (relative to the other
country) will lead to an appreciation of the own currency.

2 MM2
The assumptions are those of MM1 plus:

1. there are two perfectly substitute financial assets (bonds) in each economic sys-
tem: one denominated in euros and the other in dollars;

2. wealth is given;

3. the money is used for transactions and to buy bonds, therefore money demand
depends both on Income, Y and interest rate, R.

4. the uncovered interest parity (UIP) is valid.

Given the last assumption the money demand is different from that of MM1. Specif-
ically it is as follows:

Li = H0Y
h1
i e−h2Ri where i = $,e; (6)

where h2 is the reactivity of money demand to changes in the interest rate. Hence, the
equilibrium in the money market is given by:

Ms
i

Pi
= H0Y

h1
i e−h2Ri where i = $,e; (7)

that is, in logs:

ms
i − pi = h0 + h1yi − h2Ri where i = $,e. (8)

Hence:
pi = ms

i − h0 − h1yi + h2Ri where i = $,e; (9)

Let’s now substitute eq. 9 in eq. 2, we get:
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e$/e = p$ − pe (10)
= ms

$ − h0 − h1y$ + h2R$ −ms
e + h0 + h1ye − h2Re (11)

= (ms
$ −ms

e) + h1(ye − y$) + h2(R$ −Re) (12)

From the UIP we know that:

R$ −Re =
Ee

$/e − E$/e

E$/e

and in logs the right hand side is approximately:

Ee
$/e − E$/e

E$/e
≈ ee$/e − e$/e. (13)

Substituting eq. 13 in eq. 10, the exchange rate can be rewritten as follows:

e$/e = (ms
$ −ms

e) + h1(ye − y$) + h2(e
e
$/e − e$/e) (14)

solving for e, we get:

e$/e =
1

1 + h2
v +

h2

1 + h2
ee$/e (15)

where v = [(ms
$ − ms

e) + h1(ye − y$)]. Eq. 15 shows that the exchange rate
depends on the expectations too. Therefore, to solve and get the equilibrium, eq. 15 is
used to show how the agents formulate their expectations. Re-writing it in ‘expected’
form and adding time, t, we get:

eet+i|t =
1

1 + h2
vet+i|t +

h2

1 + h2
eet+i|t with i = 1, 2, 3, .. (16)

Substituting, eq. 16 in 15, with straight forward algebra, we get:

e$/e =
1

1 + h2
vt +

1

1 + h2

[ ∞∑
i=1

(
h2

1 + h2

)i

vet+i

]
+

(
h2

1 + h2

)i+1

eet+i+1. (17)

Given that
(

h2

1+h2

)
< 1, the last term of the right hand side goes to zero. This

means that, at the equilibrium, the exchange rate does not depend on the expectations
but only the present discounted value of future fundamentals (ms and y).
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